Proform®
designer task & conference seating

features
• High & mid, mesh & upholstered, adjustable height or fixed backs.
• Choice of 3 different stitch patterns.
• Quick adjust advanced synchro and body balance mechanisms.
• Optional basic conference control.
• 12 year warranty (2 years for mesh).

Proform®
designer task & conference seating

Design by Studio V
Studio V creates modern, sophisticated and original seating solutions that are ergonomic, beautiful and sustainable. This team of engineers and designers is based in Reno, Nevada, where they develop products using a prototyping lab, the latest in 3D modeling software and a materials testing center.

arms

knit mesh colors

bases
Black nylon 5-star base.
Polished aluminum 5-star base.
Brushed aluminum 5-star.

Each base can pair with a stool kit/foot ring.

straight upright height adjustable arm.
Basic height adjustable arm, black finish.
8-way adjustable arm, black finish.
8-way adjustable arm, polished finish.
Roll back arm.

Black polyurethane cantilever arm.
Polished cantilever arm & black cap.
Black loop arm. Polished loop arm. Polished loop arm with black cap.

Polished loop arm with upholstered cap.

via®
great things happen in a chair
Designer stitch backs for task & conference seating.

Unique stitching
Proform® upholstered backs are offered with panel (single horizontal line), parallel (multiple horizontal line) and diamond (diamond pattern) stitching across the sleek front and backs. Knit mesh backs feature parallel stitch lines.

Embrace the designer and ergonomic arch of the back lined with distinct stitch detail. The chairs are the perfect compliment to any conference, executive and management setting.
features

- High & mid, mesh & upholstered, adjustable height or fixed backs.
- Choice of 3 different stitch patterns.
- Quick adjust advanced synchro and body balance mechanisms.
- Optional basic conference control.
- 12 year warranty (2 years for mesh).

arms

- Straight upright height adjustable arm.
- Basic height adjustable arm, black finish.
- 8-way adjustable arm, black finish.
- 8-way adjustable arm, polished finish.
- Roll back arm.

- Black polyurethane cantilever arm.
- Polished cantilever arm & black cap.
- Black loop arm.
- Polished loop arm.
- Polished loop arm with black cap.
- Polished loop arm with upholstered cap.

bases

- Black nylon 5-star base.
- Polished aluminum 5-star base.
- Brushed aluminum 5-star.
- Each base can pair with a stool kit/foot ring.

knit mesh colors

- Black.
- Graphite.
- Blue.
- Lime green.
- Chocolate.
- Cardinal.
- Orange.

Design by Studio V

Studio V creates modern, sophisticated and original seating solutions that are ergonomic, beautiful and sustainable. This team of engineers and designers is based in Reno, Nevada, where they develop products using a prototyping lab, the latest in 3D modeling software and a materials testing center.

Please visit our website to find your local representative and browse additional options for this series.